SUPER-SLEUTH EVENTS!

We are running a host of free super-sleuth family events this summer to keep little cubs entertained. Dance and sing your way to the Bramall for a teddy bear’s picnic, and venture to the Medical School for our teddy bear hospital.

Book your place at: www.birmingham.ac.uk/uobbigsleuth

FOLLOW US
@ROSIE_THE_BEAR
@BUZZ_THEBEAR
@BEEKIND_THEBEAR

...AT THE UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM!

DESIGN YOUR OWN BEAR-UTIFUL BIG SLEUTH BEAR, AND TWEET US YOUR MASTERPIECE. #UOBBIGSLEUTH

Brought to you by:

www.thebigbignuth.co.uk

Design your own bear-utiful Big Sleuth bear, and tweet us your masterpiece. #uobbigsleuth
Use your super-sleuthing skills and follow the paw prints to track them to their dens. Remember to explore our top cultural gems on your mission too, and paws for thought with some of our bear-y good cakes and coffee at one of our cafés.

As part of our campus regeneration works taking place in University Square throughout the summer, all detectives must follow alternative routes where signposted to continue their sleuthing. For more information please visit www.birmingham.ac.uk/building